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During the last six decades Bangalore Medical College has emerged as a premier 
college imparting quality Medical Education to thousands of its students and 
extending health care to countless patients. 
 
Its attempts in promoting research in Medical Science are laudable. It is a matter of 
pride that the alumni of this institution are providing valuable service to people not 
only in Karnataka but all over India and Abroad. 
 

It is a as well-known fact that the BMC Alumni Association and BMC Development Trust is acting a bridge 
between the Students, Teachers, Administrators in BMCRI and Alumni in terms of infrastructure 
development, skill development and programmes of research activities. This is reflected in the form of 
establishing Digital Library, Seminar Hall Complex, Infosys state-of-the-art Laboratory, Clinical Skills 
Development Laboratory and the on-going project of Bone Marrow Registry. The untiring efforts of the 
dedicated team led by Dr. K. M. Srinivasa Gowda are commendable.  
 
I first saw the Bangalore Medical College building through the windows of a BTS bus when I was in 
school. At that moment I never thought that I will be spending most of my academic and professional 
career in BMC. I graduated from BMC in 1975-76, took my PG degree MD in Internal Medicine in 1984 
and worked in various posts from CMO to Professor and to HOD of the Department of Neurology at 
Victoria Hospital. I was destined to serve the Institution as the First Dean and Director when it became 
Autonomous.  
 
My association with BMC was for nearly 45 years, perhaps the longest among any BMCites. It was a very 
fruitful and enjoyable journey. The memorable achievement was establishing the PMSSY Super-specialty 
Hospital and my contribution as its first Special Officer. 
 
I got the most satisfying reward in the form of the Distinguished Alumnus of BMC Award in 2016 from 
BMC Alumni Association. 
 
Now as the icing on the cake, I have been elected as the president of the BMC Alumni Association for 
2018-2019 and nominated as Permanent Trustee for BMC Development Trust. I consider this as a great 
honour and wonderful opportunity to serve in developmental activities. I am delighted to acknowledge 
the trust my senior colleagues and friends repose in me. 
 
Unfortunately, only a small percentage of the thousands of BMC alumni have joined hands with the 
Alumni Association. I sincerely appeal to fellow BMCites to participate in the activities of our Alumni 
Association and encourage the new team and help us to grow further.  
 
Dr. G. T. Subhas 

President, BMC Alumni Association 

EDITOR’S NOTE: The slight delay in publishing this issue was because, the Annual General Body 
Meeting of the BMC Alumni Association being held on the 30th Nov 2017.  
 
We congratulate Dr. G. T. Subhas and his team who have been elected as President and office bearers 
of the BMC Alumni Association and wish them all the very best. 
 
THE BMCDT-INFOSYS FOUNDATION BONE MARROW REGISTRY, A COMPLETELY FREE AND NOT-
FOR-PROFIT REGISTRY IS THE FIRST OF ITS KIND NOT ONLY IN INDIA BUT PROBABLY IN HALF 
OF THE WORLD HAS MADE GOOD STRIDES AND IN THE LAST TWO YEARS MORE THAN 16,000 
VOLUNTEERS HAVE REGISTERED THEMSELVES AS DONORS. SINCE WE INTEND TO REACH ONE 
MILLION, WE WILL NEED HELP, ENCOURAGEMENT AND FINANCES. THIS IS AN APPEAL TO OUR 
ALUMNI FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD TO DONATE ATLEAST RS 10,000/- EACH FOR NOW AND 
IF ALUMNI COMMIT FOR AN ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION, IT WILL BE GREAT AND WELCOME. 
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Dr. G.T. Subhas former Dean cum Director of Bangalore Medical College & Research institute has been 

elected as the President of Bangalore Medical college Alumni Association, for the year 2018-2019. 

Presently he is the president of Indian Epilepsy Association.  
 

Office Bearers elected     Executive committee Members – 

President – Dr. G. T. Subhas 

Vice President - Dr. Saroja R.K     

Secretary - Dr. Suresh N.M        

Joint Secretary - Dr. Gandhi. N  

Treasurer - Dr. Ramakrishna Reddy. N 

 

Dr. Basavaraja G.V  

Dr. Muralidhar N.S  

Dr. Natesh B.H  

Dr. Shivaprakash Sosale  

Dr. Sandhya. K  

Dr. Sathish H.S  

Dr. Sarvamangala 



Dr. Krishna Bhargava A Real Guru and Role Model 
           ------ Dr. K. M. Srinivasa Gowda 

 

Dr. Krishna Bhargava came to Bangalore Medical College in 1970 and turned 

all our lives upside down. The next six years were a whirlwind and at the end 

of it most of us; whose lives were touched by him and his wife, the doting 

Mrs. Saraswathi Bhargava were on the rising curves of our career and lives. 

But I am getting ahead of myself.  

 

To begin at the beginning…………………..  

 

Having chosen pathology to specialize in, we were a bunch of new recruits 

settling down in the easy going, laid back ways of the Department of Pathology at Victoria 

Hospital. There was no sense of urgency in our work. We never saw patients, the slides came in 

fits and starts and as lecturers without P G qualification, we were not really expected to read 

them. Our seniors also did not tell us that having chosen the subject; we should put in daily efforts 

to learn it. Everyone was taking it easy. But things were about change. And how!  

 

The moment we heard that the Bhargavas were transferred to Bangalore, everyone assured us, 

ominously at that, that the party was over. With lot of trepidation we awaited the impending 

doom. But as it turned out doom was not at all what it used to be.  

 

The first thing Dr. Bhargava taught us was that pathology was important in the scheme of things 

of patient care. In fact he made us firmly believe that PATHOLOGY was THE most important 

component. The first thing he did was to establish a system where histopathology reports would 

be generated within 48 hours. Then, when he found out that many a time nobody came to collect 

the reports, our department was receiving about 3500 specimens per year averaging about l0 per 

day. He requested all the surgeons to send everything that was removed at the operating rooms to 

the department from a lowly hernial sac to a problematic lymphoma. In fact, our efficiency 

became the talk of the town within no time and the number started going up-4000, 5000, 6000, 

7000, 8000! We started getting samples from private nursing homes. Surgeons across Bangalore 

also started requesting us for frozen sections. We were all assigned various sections-Bio-

chemistry, Hematology, Histopathology Non tumors and Tumors.  

 

Dr. Bhargava's commitment to building departments, building, institutions, training U.G's and 

PG's, fair play and commitment to social justice is so well known, that to repeat it would be to 

paint the lily. He would be the first to arrive and invariably the last to leave the department. The 

first thing he did was to take rounds of the entire department first thing in the morning and so all 

of us and the rest of the staff had to be there. It was a privilege and no play, working for this gifted 

pathologist and workaholic.  

 

He started the PG Courses in Pathology in BMC and we were the first students. And this only 

resulted in more work for us. He was a very demanding teacher and believed firmly that PG 

studies were a kind of penance, requiring complete dedication. I remember being asked to be the 

secretary of the lMA by Dr. Benakappa and others and had quickly given my consent only to be 

shot down by MKB. He had spoken to Dr. Benakappa and told me,” for the next two years Neenu 

Tapassu Madabekappa... No extracurricular activities". Despite the tough exterior he had a heart 

of gold, which really melted like butter when faced with the stark reality of discomfiture, real 

suffering of others. The notorious ward boys and Ayahs, whom no Medical Superintendent before 

him had been able to tame, met their match in him. He called a meeting of all of them and 

demanded to know as to a) why they were late for work and b) why they were not found in the 

work spot. Among the many reasons they quoted was that when they went to the nearby Janatha 

Bazar, they were made to wait in the queue which delayed them. So, off he went for discussions 

with the Food and Civil Supplies Department and made them all wear badges, which meant that 

they did not have to stand in the 'O'. And he decreed that latecomers would be punished. He was 

also responsible for the Janatha Bazar opening the first 24 hours drug store in the Victoria 

Hospital complex.  



 

One day, he asked me and my colleague Rajashekharappa to stay back for lunch. We were a bit 

puzzled but could not dare to ask him why. Come afternoon, he came from the Superintendent's 

office and asked us go to his chambers. There, an unknown gentleman was sitting, rather 

sheepishly. A few minutes later food arrived from the Victoria Hospital kitchen in plates. Dr. 

Bhargava asked all of us to start eating. This gentleman refused to touch the food. Dr. Bhargava 

demanded to know why? When you are the one who has supplied the provisions. You have to eat 

what you have supplied.“ That man was almost in tears and was about to fall at Bhargava's feet. 

He was told” I do not know what you were doing to appease my predecessors. But such things 

don't wash with me. If you do not supply quality stuff from tomorrow, I will not only blacklist you 

but, I will put you behind bars. “The supplier not only promised to comply but got out in a hurry 

to save his dear life.” If you do this kind of things will god spare your children and family?” was 

MKB's passing shot.  

 

No one knew from where in the Victoria Hospital, every morning at 8 AM, Dr. Bhargava would 

start his rounds. So everything had to be spick and span and all workers manning the stations. 

Once when he didn't find a ward boy who has posted near the special wards he sent for him. A 

few minutes later they found him in a totally inebriated state. Even as he suspended him for a 

week on the spot, MKB took out money from his pocket and instructed Yoganarasimha, our 

technician, to” take the fellow home in an auto rickshaw after feeding him something, otherwise 

the fellow will die”. Later on, he used his influence with Mr. B T Somanna, the then Chairman of 

BDA to get all the ward boys sites, and got their monthly installment reduced to Rs. 25/- from Rs. 

50/- justifying it by convincing the BDA that they were really the poorest of the poor and BDA 

was meant to help such people.  

 

He was adept at getting Govt. grants for the hospital and our department. The allocation to 

Victoria Hospital went up five or six fold in his time and one example remains in my mind. One 

day, he came to the dept. from the Directorate of Medical Education and called me. It was mid-

march. He told me” you have to make a list of books worth 10 lakhs in the next three days. Not 

only pathology but all subjects. Take the help of others if you want, but three days is your 

deadline". What had happened was that he had found out in the Directorate that the other 

colleges had not utilized the funds allocated for the their libraries and had got Govt. permission to 

spend it. In the next three days, we poured through dozens of catalogues and made a list of 

literally hundreds of books which were purchased before March 31st for all Departments. 

Otherwise the allocation would have lapsed.  

 

He got the renowned architect Charles Correa to design a master plan for Victoria Hospital.  

 

There are so many anecdotes but I will recall only a few where his goodness shines through, and 

each one of them taught us a lesson for a life time. Once, when I had just finished my PG Course, l 

was suddenly transferred to Kidwai Memorial Inst. of Oncology. I had finished the course but had 

not yet taken the examination. He was furious and demanded to know why I had not got it 

cancelled. But unfortunately for me, my father was also a very strict Govt. officer and he had said 

to me, "you are transferred within Bangalore. I am not going to ask anyone to cancel it". But 

Bhargava would have none of it. He asked me to report at KIDWAI, apply for leave to take the 

exam and come back, which I did, I noticed that at the time of my being relived all my C.L was 

intact. (Since we were always working overtime, whenever we applied for ‘2 day or a day's CL it 

was not debited to our account, but we didn't know it 1) later he got me transferred back to BMC.  

 

After I came back, the examination had been scheduled, but they were two, months away. Intense 

coaching started, and it would often end up in his house into the late hours of evening and night. 

And one week before the exam, he called all the three of us and told us," I have taught you 

whatever I can. I am getting some of the best and so called tough examiners. You will have to pass 

through them. I will not interfere. So that, years later, you can always say with pride that so and so 

was your M.D examiner and so it was that we had eminent professors like C.K. Job, Deodhare and 

M.Y. Bhende as our examiners. I can never forget the three nerve racking days of the 

examinations. At the end of the examination, anxious to know the results, the butterflies in our 

stomachs wouldn't allow us to do anything. l got a phone call at TO PM.. It was him. “mmmm, 



Congratulations" he said and l was not hearing anything. He was telling me," We could not help 

the other two. You talk to them and console them“. The next morning was Sunday, and when I 

went to the Department, my two colleagues were there. They appeared quite cheerful and did not 

need to be consoled. And Dr. Bhargava came a couple of hours later from the 'hospital 

accompanied by his friend Dr. H.L. Thimme Gowda, (who later on became our Health Minister) 

and what is still stuck in my mind is that he did not even give me a chance to say, “thank you". I 

wanted to touch his feet and that sort of thing. He just said,” Go and see those slides. They have 

came from Davangere, for a second opinion,”. And after I had seen them I was waiting for him to 

come and see. He came, saw and asked me for the diagnosis. What I told him was slightly different 

from what he thought. But he said, "Write both, from today you are also a specialist”.  

 

I will just end this longish piece with one more anecdote. Once he had gone to Diakarta for a 

conference. Our late professor of Surgery Dr. K. Krishnamurthy (KK) had sent a biopsy from a 

nursing home. My post graduate student and I saw it and reported it as cancer of rectum. Dr K. K. 

called me two days later and told me that he had sent another bit of the same biopsy to another 

former teacher of ours Dr. D. R. Govinda Rao, who had opined, that it was not malignant. I did not 

know what to do. I said the best thing would be to wait for Dr. Bhargava. Dr. K K agreed and when 

MKB came back, I iust gave him the slide. He looked questioningly at me. I said, "Sir, please see the 

slide and I will tell you about it later”. He saw it and said, ”Adenocarcinoma, what is the 

problem?". Then I told him about what Dr. Govinda Rao had reported. He said,” Dr. Rao was our 

senior colleague. So, you don't send any more reports. Take these slides and show them to him, let 

him issue the corrected report. That is the ethical thing to do.” 

 

After a while, when I was still an Asst. Professor, all of a sudden one day, he said, " From 

tomorrow you sign the reports. Only if you stick your neck out, you will become bold and learn”. 

Where will you get such teachers now2. Another time, we differed on a diagnosis. In fact he did 

not give us a chance to tell him our opinion. He was so sure. Buta week later he came to know that 

the Tata Memorial Hospital, Bombay had given a diametrically opposite diagnosis. Agitated as he 

was, when we told him that he had not given us and Mrs. Bhargava to express our opinion, he 

said, ” Ok, let this be a lesson to all of us. I will revise my report and send it to Dr. Jussawalla” It is 

at the feet of such a master that we learnt Pathology as well as ethical practices.  

 

Needless to say he also made us present cases, write papers and generally become active in 

professional bodies and this eventually led me later on to serve as the Secretary and President of 

the Karnataka Chapter of Indian Association of Pathologists and Microbiologists.  

 

Dr. Bhargava was the only man I knew who used his political connections for the good of the 

Institutions he was working for. While others used their influence almost always to get postings 

in Bangalore or the place of their choice, M K B always wanted his influential political friends to 

either sanction more money or newer and latest equipment to the department of pathology. At 

the height of his power and prowess he would neglect even his personal and family commitments 

in the line of duty.  

 

He went on to build Kidwai Memorial Institute of Oncology into one of the biggest cancer 

institutions. He was awarded a medal by the WHO for making KMIO the fastest growing Cancer 

Institute at that time.  

 

The death of his wife shattered him. He went off trekking in the Himalayas and had been egging 

me on to do the same repeatedly. In retirement, he was philosophical and not the restless soul 

that he was. He used to flit between Australia, USA and India and was writing a book on his 

experiences. I for one was eagerly waiting to read that book. He passed away at the ripe age of 82 

on 20th June 2009. 

 

And I wish and hope that I was a small fraction of the teacher, mentor and role model that he was.  
 

************************* 
 



Opportunities for Indian doctors in Australia and New Zealand: 
 

A critical appraisal 
Dr. Vidyasagar Casikar 

 

 

 
 

The general principles apply equally both to Australia and New Zealand. The New Zealand being a 

much smaller population tends to be more restrictive than Australia. There are many 

misunderstandings regarding the job opportunities in Australia. The websites usually give a fairly 

good description of the procedures involved in getting into the Australian Medical System. Before 

going into those, I would like to highlight some of the basic principles, which are not well known and/ 

or usually not clearly indicated in the information sites.  

 

Australian government actively encourages “Australian doctors policy”. The medical college intake 

has been doubled and the training period has been reduced to about 4 years. It is generally expected 

that by 2010, the Australian Medical System would be self-sufficient and would not require overseas 

support.  

 

There is neither racial nor color discrimination. All ethnic groups and origins are equally treated. The 

government has very strong regulations for any racial discrimination verbal or otherwise. The main 

discrimination is for overseas doctors globally. It does not confine to any one particular race or creed.  

 

The standards of medical graduates coming out of the Australian Medical Schools are like those from 

the old LMP system. Anatomy and physiology are not taught in regular classes. The whole medical 

system is based on modular and problem based concept. The students are mainly prepared to 

function as general practitioners at the end of this medical curriculum. A great deal of emphasis is put 

on social history, social medicine, family health, and such other matters, which are required for a 

general practice.  

 

Professional development is very widely encouraged and there are many opportunities for doctors to 

develop special skills in various areas depending upon their individual needs. The choice is very wide 

and each doctor depending upon his or her requirement can get additional training to make the 

required standards. Professional development is very carefully monitored by the Various Medical 

Boards.  

 

The whole process of application and all the formalities take up to one year. The websites given 

indication that it is very well organized and the paper move quickly, this is not so. Candidates will 

have to be prepared to wait for a period of one year. There are of course exceptions.  

 

There are various bottlenecks for the doctors from overseas seeking employment in Australia. These 

bottlenecks are very subtle and are not very clearly indicated in the website information. The 

bottlenecks are Australian Medical Council and at the Royal College level. There is a wide difference 

between the stated policy of the government regarding overseas recruitment and the View of the 

actual selection bodies, which are involved in the selection process. The main reason for this 

discrepancy is because of the Australian Private Practice System. Most of the doctors in the county 

have a kind of private practice and have attachments to the hospital. There are various degrees and 

types of private practice and hospital attachments depending upon the specialties, the local 

requirements, and the general perceptions of the doctors and the employers. The Medical Council and 

the Royal College are entirely controlled by the specialists who are in private practice and they do not 

wish to encourage more doctors coming into the pool, as this would definitely dilute their private 

practice. Contrary to what happens in India, the medical paternity has a very strong hold and the 

political powers have very little influence to change the system. This is not generally reflected in the 

website information.  

 

Unlike in the UK, access to postgraduate degrees is very restricted and generally discouraged for 

overseas doctors. This is a very important feature of the Australian Medical System. Great number 

aspiring young doctors when they come into the country, find this as an unpleasant surprise. Overseas 

trained doctors wishing to enter a postgraduate training position termed ITP (Integrated training 

program) with the various Royal Colleges are required to satisfy two important requirements. They 

Ack – “WHAT IS NOT TAUGHT IN MEDICAL COLLEGE” ------ Dr. K. S. Shekar and Dr. D. K. Srinivas 



have to be “Australian Permanent Residents” and posses unconditional registration with the 

Australian medical board. On rare instances candidates with limited registration are permitted to 

enter the training program provided they have passed the required Australian Medical council 

examinations. The examination consists of a theory paper and a clinical examination. There is 

generally six months waiting period to get the date for the first component of the exam and a further 

period of six months to appear for the second part. The cost is around $ 4000.  

 

It is possible for doctors to come in for a brief stay in the country either as a fellow or as a 

postgraduate trainee. A fellow is generally a doctor who has already has a established postgraduate 

qualification in a specialty and has a wide experience in that subject for at least 10 years. These 

people are encouraged to come into the country for short periods of time generally 1 to 2 years. The 

other way of getting into the system is like a postgraduate trainee. This term is misleading. This does 

not provide any kind of postgraduate training that is suitable for an Australian Royal College 

examination. The term indicates that the person has finished his graduation in his own home country 

and he is training as a general doctor in the hospital. This is again a matter of great disappointment 

generally for overseas doctors who do not understand this terminology clearly.  

 

The jobs in Australia are generally open to the overseas doctors in what are called area of need 

positions. This means that if a particular position is not filled up by a suitable Australian applicant 

after 3 advertisements over a period of three months then that particular job is declared as an area of 

need position. An overseas graduate then becomes eligible to apply for such positions. These areas of 

need positions aren't that are rapidly decreasing in number. However, there are usually a significant 

number of openings available for general practice in the rural areas called as outbacks. These are 

remote areas generally inaccessible to the main town and the local graduates do not like to go to these 

positions because of lack of facilities, education for their children, and other sources of entertainment. 

These doctors are very isolated from their peers and have very poor support from the colleges. There 

are therefore not popular with the local graduates. These jobs are comparatively well paid and the 

lifestyle of course is very rural. The overseas graduates once they get into this system can get into the 

main stream of specialties if they wish to after a period of 4 to 6 years. This is the off1cial policy. This 

generally does not happen and overseas graduates find this very frustrating.  

 

It is possible to get into the Medical Education System as a paid candidate. This is encouraged and 

aggressively marketed. There is an entrance examination and depending upon the performance in 

this examination, the candidates become eligible to get in as paid medical students in various medical 

schools. This is encouraged because each paid student is able to finance at least 3 local Australian 

graduates. It is important to realize that entry into the medical colleges by this method does not 

guarantee an access into the Healthcare System. The graduates do not as a rule are able to obtain 

internship-opening positions. They are encouraged to go back to their countries of origin and 

continue their internship training. This is not generally clearly mentioned when various agencies 

encourage overseas applications to join medical schools. It is not possible to integrate into the 

medical system through this door. The standards of medical education in many of the privately 

funded Universities are poor. It is necessary to check the reputation of the university before getting 

into expensive courses. The Australian agents who sell these packages in India do not give an accurate 

assessment for obvious reasons.  

 

There is a certain perception that one can go on a visitor's visa and find a job and then change the visa 

status and get into the system. This is not possible and is not encouraged by the system. A number of 

occasions when a candidate is successful by this method are extremely small.  

 

The employer sponsors the “area of need“ positions. The successful candidate is given a visa for a 

specific period of time. At the end of the job, the candidate is expected to return back. It is not very 

often possible to extend this visa for more than a year at the most. The sponsored employment visa 

can seldom be transferred or changed into a permanent visa. This particular restriction applies to the 

medical graduates. However, candidates in other specialty like engineering and electronics have a 

much better access to integrate into the system.  

 

There is a possibility for certain types of doctors to get into the Australian system bypassing the usual 

procedure. These are usually fully trained experienced specialists with exceptional qualifications. 

They can get access to a consultant position in the areas of need locations, sometimes as professors 

and other higher-level teaching faculties. This does not happen often.  



Official Policy of the Australian Health care  

 

People wishing to have more information on the website can get this from 

www.immi.gov.au/wwi/contents.htm. These websites usually give very exhaustive official 

information. The following are some of the important features of this website. These websites indicate 

that the overseas doctors can enter Australia on a temporary or a permanent basis to fill positions in 

the medical force that cannot readily be filled by a suitably qualified Australian doctor.  

 

When a State or Territory Health Department considers that there are not enough doctors available to 

provide adequate healthcare services in a specific locality or in a particular specialization, they can 

declare a position in that locality and/or sub specialization to be an area of need position. 

Alternatively, a State or Territory Health Department can simply identify positions, which it supports 

being filled by overseas doctors. In all cases, overseas doctors must be sponsored usually by their 

employer in Australia and they must be eligible to meet State or Territory Medical Board Registration 

requirement. In addition, they must meet normal immigration requirement in respect of good health 

and provide local police clearances for all countries in which they have lived for more than 1 year 

during the last 10 years. There could be sometimes a small problem in this particular area.  

 

There are a certain number of doctors who work in Middle East and then try to move to Australia. A 

police clearance requirement from Saudi Arabia is not always easy if one who leaves the county. 

Those doctors are advised to get a police clearance from their local embassies or from the local police 

stations before leaving the county (Saudi Arabia).  

 

Temporary Entry  

 

The temporary entry medical practitioner is usually classified as subclass 422 visa. The overseas 

doctor is expected to get in addition to Police clearances, form 47P under the health including HIV and 

hepatitis B and x-ray checks. These forms are numbered 26 and 160.  

 

They need to apply to the relevant State or Territory Medical Board for registration to practice 

medicine in Australia. Clearance from the Australian Medical Council does not necessarily mean that 

the doctor can practice anywhere in the country. In addition, they have to obtain clearances from the 

local State Medical Boards as well. This process is very repetitive, but these are very necessary and 

normally take a long time. The subclass 422 visa has to be applied using the form 147. Note (the visa 

application forms are very well organized and are available on site). They all have basically the same 

kind of information, but the number on the form is extremely important and one has to make sure 

that the visa form with the correct number and sub-classification number is used, otherwise the 

application does not get accepted.  

 

The visas applications can be lodged in the Department of Immigration and Migration, normally called 

as DIMIA. The temporary entry is usually for the maximum period of 4 years. Further extensions are 

not generally encouraged. Doctors who come on temporary visit to Australia can usually bring their 

family members with them. The family members who accompany the doctors can take up certain 

kinds of occupation and study in Australia. However, such studies and schooling for the dependent 

children are subject to fees. The Australian citizens very often do not have to pay for the school fees. 

In addition, overseas doctors and their families on subclass visa will not have access to publicly 

funded healthcare under the Australian Medicare Scheme. Access to medical care could be very 

expensive for doctors who are on temporary entry. It is an accepted practice for the doctors to charge 

their professional colleagues and their family as private patients. Private insurance is expensive.  

 

Permanent Entry  

 

Doctors wishing to remain permanently in Australia can apply under the Employer Nomination 

Scheme or Regional Sponsored Migration Scheme Visa Subclass. These subclasses provide 

opportunities for employers to recruit overseas doctors to fill positions that cannot be filled from the 

Australian Labor Market. These doctors have to satisfy the Australian Medical Council and 

appropriate Royal Colleges of their qualifications and clinical expertise. These doctors who wish to 

have become permanent employers in the Healthcare System need to satisfy the Australian Medical 

Council regulations. These usually include an occupational English test, a multiple-choice 

examination, and clinical assessment. The details of these are available on AMC website, 



www.amc.org.au. The overseas graduates particularly those coming from India generally do not find 

difficulty in passing the clinical part of the examination. However, there are usually some problems 

involved in their language test. Doctors, who come from areas of the country where English is not 

frequently used as a normal language of communication, are advised to take some additional language 

courses to equip themselves with better language skills. The Australian Medical Council gives a lot of 

importance to the language and communication skills of the doctors.  

 

Conditional Registration  

 

There is another sub classification for the doctors who wish to stay permanently in the country, these 

are known as conditional registrations where a fully trained medical specialist from another country, 

if he satisfies the Royal College of the surgeons can come and practice in this country provided that 

his credentials are approved by the appropriate Royal Colleges. However, he or she is restricted to 

practice only in that particular specialty. What this really means is that if a general surgeon comes 

under this category under conditional registration, he cannot later on change his mind and go to 

general practice, or any other areas of medicine. However, those who pass the Australian Medical 

College Assessment Examination have a greater freedom.  

 

Rural practice.  

 

There are special sponsorship arrangements under the subclass 422 visas for temporary residence or 

for Regional Sponsored Migration Scheme; RSMS for permanent residence to accommodate the entry 

of doctors to work in sole person practices in regional and rural areas of Australia. These are confined 

to general practice and certain specialties like Obstetrics and Gynecology. These generally do not 

include other specialties like Pediatric, General Medicine and other branches. More detailed 

information can be obtained from the website. The details of application process and the types of 

documents required by the Regional Medical Board are usually on the website.  

 

Each state has its own website and depending upon the area where the doctor wishes to apply, the 

information can be obtained online. The basic requirements are fairly uniform in all the different 

states. However, there are some differences and theSe need to be carefully looked into before an 

application is made.  

 

Recently, a new requirement has been added, which might not have appeared in the website. Due to 

the high incidents of false documentation produced by various overseas doctors, Australia now 

requires all doctors to submit their documents to the Educational Commission for foreign medical 

graduates international credential services as the first step in registration process. This verification 

process is mandatory and usually takes a few months. Without the certification the application forms 

are not entertained. These can be obtained on the website www.ccfmgorg/eics.  

 

My personal view  

 

There was of course a period in the history of India where the facilities for higher medical training 

were inadequate and it was a common practice for doctors to go abroad to obtain higher 

qualifications. These opportunities are rapidly reducing. However, the present level of training 

schemes available for various specialties in India are of very high standard and they are recognized so 

in various places outside the country and in Australia as well. The main problem, however, is lack of 

standardization. Overseas organizations are often unable to distinguish between reputable 

institutions from those, which are not.  

 

It is now possible for candidates in India to get a very high level of postgraduate training. The 

desperate desire to go outside the country is not necessary. It is possible for a fully trained specialist 

to spend a year or two in Australia to broaden the field of experience. This could be a general 

exposure or in a specific areas of interest. This is generally encouraged and this is an opportunity, 

which one should seriously look into. The old concept that while we are there, we might as well get an 

“FRCS or an MRCP” is now not possible and I do not think that these degrees are anymore valid in the 

present context.  

 

 

 



Life style (professional)  

 

The present day medical practice in Australia is based on a multi disciplinary team approach. While 

there are many advantages in this system, there is a very perceptible blurring of the professional 

demarcations. Increase specialization in Healthcare, which means that specialist nurses often have a 

greater knowledge base about certain aspects of patient care than other professionals is one of the 

important issues. The other factor is the reduction in junior doctors hours on the wards and 

subsequent delegation of some of the roles to Healthcare professionals, in other words to nurses. It is 

possible that in the near future the terms doctors and nurses will become obsolete and will include all 

kinds of people involved in the Healthcare. The blurring of the differences between a consultant and 

others in the team creates a lot of misconception and disillusionment among the medical profession. 

The fact that doctors go to medical schools to learn the process that allows them to make differential 

diagnosis is not often recognized as a qualification, which cannot be acquired by any other short cut 

methods. Failure to recognize this main expertise has led to a rapid deterioration of confidence 

amongst these doctors and particularly among the surgeons about their future in the medical field. As 

in UK, in Australia the hospital administrations are predominantly taken over by the nursing 

professionals who have got into the administration through the nursing routes. This has created a lot 

of problems for the medical specialists. This problem is more acutely felt by the doctors from India, 

where there is still a clear distinction between the responsibilities of a consultant and others in the 

team. Overseas doctors need to recognize this phenomenon and have to be mentally and 

psychologically prepared to work under these conditions.  

 

Australia is a very poor option for fresh graduates who are looking for postgraduate qualifications. 

Getting into medical schools as private students does not improve the chances. The agencies, which 

are doing this business in India, are not providing accurate information. Doctors who have already 

obtained post graduate degrees in India and who wish to spend one or two years to broaden their 

area of experience would find “Australian Experience” very rewarding.  

 

******** 
 

 

 

Letters to the Editor: 

 

Thank you BMC  newsletter  TEAM   sending beautiful   Photos Excellent Team  work   Thank you 
again 
Dr. Ram Srinivasan, Old BMC student  

******************** 

To the editor 
 

Dear Sir/Madam 
 

Thank you very much for yet another BMC interesting newsletter. 
 

I was a bit disappointed this time to see your international sports news as well which we always see 
in our local newspapers, on the internet and on our televisions in every country in which we are living 
in and most of the time we watch their sports live. 
 

I could understand if we could appreciate and honor  our  local and National sports champions and 
other personalities. But most of us living abroad may not appreciate international news which we 
already know. 
I personally will be interested in reading Dr. Srinivasa Gowda and others' articles about our past and 
present teachers, BMC student activities and achievements and any other interesting events and 
news  of our BMC which will justify the name  BMC  BUZZ NEWS LETTER. 
 

This is my humble opinion. 
 

Kind regards 
Dr. Sarasa Muthu MBBS.DTM&H (Liv).FRCPC. 
Halifax.Canada 

******************** 

 



 

India bags 20 medals including six gold at        

Commonwealth Shooting Championships,    Aditi set for 2018 LPGA 

in Gold Coast, Australia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Women’s hockey team ranked 10th in world           Magnificent Mary Kom nails fifth Asian gold

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Badminton National Championship Brilliant   Mirabai ends India’s 22-year long wait with  

Saina too good for valiant Sindhu   golden lift 

              

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

             

  

World Championships, weightlifting competition in Anaheim,  

CALIFORNIA, USA 

Indian Shuttle Badminton players have 

won a number of titles in Europe and Asia. 

These include Kidambi Shrikanth, Sindhu,  

H S Prannoy, Saina Nehwal and others.    




